
Course Outcome Assessment Report

Course: Introduction to Geographic Information Systems

Outcome: Using GIS and obtained GIS data, a student completing GIS 120 will be able to perform spatial queries for demographic analysis
that allow student to visualize large amounts of complex, spatial data by creating and combining layers of customized maps. Student will have
a spatial understanding of GIS in their field of interest (fire, crime analysis, etc)

Terms Included in this Report: Spring 2011

Data Summary: 

Criteria/Standards Not Proficient Proficient

The student completes course lessons &
(with no or little support) can display
addresses from a table as geographic
location. You will successfully create &
submits lesson layouts and can perform
basic analysis to visualize & interpret
normally complex spatial relationships in
many disciplines.
(Benchmark: 100%)
Benchmark Not Achieved

20 (17.2%) student performs proper file and data
management. Student can perform spatial
analysis lessons and completed field data
collection methods, and completed remote
sensing lesson.
—
96 (82.8%)

Student completes lessons. In addition, the
student (with some support) will display
addresses from a table in GIS isolated by

20 (19.2%)  Student can perform proper file and data
management. Student can perform
classification of data, joining tables,
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type and geographic location and create
deliverable layout. Regular attendance
(Benchmark: 85%)
Benchmark Not Achieved

geocoding addresses, displaying XY data,
digitizing shapefiles, collecting GPS data
and creating layouts to submit.
—
84 (80.8%)

Student completes all lessons. In addition,
the student (with some support) will display
addresses from a table in GIS isolated by
type and geographic location and create
deliverable layout. Irregular attendance
(Benchmark: 70%)
Benchmark Achieved

22 (24.2%) With some guidance by instructor (due to
poor attendance) Student performs proper
file and data management. Student can
complete lessons only with constant
guidance. All lessons submitted.
—
69 (75.8%)

No or few lessons submitted. Little
attendance in class.
(Benchmark: 50%)
Benchmark Achieved

student performs bad file management,
unable to perform review lessons. Unable to
work with spatial analysis functions, did not
attend field data collection methods. Unable
to explain GPS and its function in GIS.
Unable to explain function and importance
of remote sensing.
—
27 (35.1%)

50 (64.9%)

Qualitative Data/Comments and Observations

1. good class of students, 3 students did not attend or irregularly attended and did not submit assignments
2. 4 online students irregularly visited the online BlackBoard page and submitted few if any assigments.
3. The on campus students in the GIS120 motivate me (the instructor) as most are there to learn with an exception of a few students

(provided F). Those students will B and C had lower attendance because of various difficuilties and partial missing assignments but
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demonstrated acceptable skills and knowledge of the applications of GIS / GPS. A concern was the cost of the text and it is increasing
again in the spring therefore I changed the required text to a lower cost acceptable text as a reference and will supplement the material
in the original text with an ESRI online course to be provided to each student and complete each of the 8 modules as lessons require
material to be read.

4. The attrition and attendance for online class is historically the same, low or poor attendance and paricipation. Because of this, students
fall behind and drop or forget to drop. Poor quality hardware and lack of support for installing software and low computer skills also
contibute to lower success for online class. As submitted in Perkins 2010-2011 and as mentioned in past SLO, we are about to start a
possoble solution in the Spring 2011. Students should be able to log onto the computers on campus remotely elminating requirement
for installing software and immediately downloading data. Furthermore, students with Mac computers will not have difficulty nor will
students with low performing (or no) computers .. students can log into the lab and use the software required from most all stations
even at a local community service center or library. Furthermore, starting the Spring I will assign weekly required assignments using an
ESRI online course and the data will be installed ahead of the classes to elminate any basic problems unrelated to GIS. My attempt is
to remove most all obstacles students frequently have to instead focus on the tool and its application. Accessing computers remotely
as in this case is the future of teaching and we are excited to be the first to push the technology into existance on the campus with the
support of the CAD GIS lab administrative staff and with the support of Perkins funding.

5. Online students will greatly benefit with remote desktop access to perform lessons without installing software. Futhermore I will be able
to prepare desktop shrtcuts and install patches. This is extremely important for folks with limited access to computers (they can login
from any online computer)) and also for Mac Users (GIS is a PC technology)

6. many of the students are working or attending other schools for which reason several students did not complete class, one started
working. Lab can be better improved (server issues currently being examined by lab admin) to provide less frustration by students to
perform lessons. Overall, great class .. students performed and participated very good.

Inferences: On campus students completed lessons successfully and presented their final lesson as expected. I'd like ot explore emphasizing
applications of GIS in the students respective field. There are students needing additional support and I find it difficult providing them support
without meeting with each student.

Action Plan: In the fall l plan to start each new lesson in the room S309 in smaller room without distraction of monitors and to engage the
students more in discussion. I'll have each student submit papers including one, about GIS in general, and two, regarding research using GIS
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in their respective field. Clearly, the GIS classroom needs a support person for GIS .. I plan to explore what CTE programs can provide some
partial funding for a GIS lab support for couple of days each week.

Local Resource Needs: For online students, essentially important is the ability to provide student remote access to the lab through the 'cloud
computing.' While I was hoping summer 2011 would be targeted staring period, I forsee this will not be available until fall (hopefully). This will
make a HUGE difference in noth attrition and participation by avoiding any requirement to install software and downloading data and using the
required text by enabling me to preset defaults on our lab stations and having it turn key for starting lessons, following tech from ANY
computer regardless if Mac or a compuer in a library, grand parents, etc.

Resource Requests: None

Additional Comments: 
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Course Outcome Assessment Report

Course: Principles of Microeconomics

Outcome: Given a situation of an economic choice, explain the opportunity cost in terms of the alternative use of resources.

Terms Included in this Report: Fall, 2009, Spring, 2010

Data Summary: 

Criteria/Standards Not Proficient Proficient

Correct, clear, logical and appropriate use of
this major principles
(Benchmark: 70%)
Benchmark Achieved

51 (24.1%) 161 (75.9%)

Qualitative Data/Comments and Observations

No additional information was submitted

Inferences: The level of proficiency is good, but could probably be improved. There has been some improvement on this concept. That may
be because in some classes, students were required to do an application on this concept and/or to use the concept in looking at costs of gov't
regulation.  

Action Plan: continued integration of the concept in the course. Integrate the concept in class exercises, including problems, games and
policy analysis. We have been using Aplia (online interactive problem sets) which has been useful to our students, but it has become
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increasingly expensive for our students.  

Local Resource Needs: 

Resource Requests: None

Additional Comments: Online interactive problems Game and interactive 
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